FACT SHEET

ATENNEA INCOMING
HOTEL MODULE
The Hotel Module of ATENNEA INCOMING manages hotel reservations from its communication to the hotel until its invoicing to
the customer.
With ATENNEA INCOMING you will be able to obtain, in agile and easy way, information about the occupancy status per tour
operator and, if you wish, relate it with a hotel contracted allotment.

CONTRACTS

INVOICING

It covers the introduction, modification and query
of the purchase and sale contracts with the hotels,
including the methods of intermediation and “own
name”. Contracts include the allotment and
warranties management as well as all the
necessary economical information for the
invoicing.

Cost and income joint generation to allow a better margin control.
Intuitive and easy customer invoicing system.

RESERVATIONS
The modification and query of the reservations
include a complete reservation communication
system to the hotel including the possibility of
working with electronic files. It has a cancellation
mail box.
It manages the assignment of the offer hotel
reservations to real hotels, with such alternative
options help suggested by the system.
Additionally you can register advanced occupancy
forecast and these are integrated at the statistic
system.
Information can be viewed with a great variety of
listings including rooming list or booking.

CONTRACT AND RESERVATIONS INTERFACE WITH NAVIHOTEL
ATENNEA INCOMING has the possibility of interfacing with
NAVIHOTEL through the communication of contracts and
reservations.

Software Solution for
agencies management.

incoming

BENEFITS
It covers a wide set of operative
particularities such as hotel,
transfers, circuits and excursions
reservation management.
ATENNEA INCOMING is totally
integrated with the Financial,
Fixed Assets and other modules.
The integration between all the
modules takes the user to work
at any moment with on-line data.
EXPERIENCE
Sistemas de Gestion: Over 20 years
developing and deploying Software
Management Systems for the Tourism
Industry.

CONTACT
Phone Number: +34 902 221 223
info@sistemasdegestion.com
www.sistemasdegestion.com
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ATENNEA INCOMING
TRANSFER MODULE
With the transfer module of ATENNEA INCOMING you will be able to manage in an efficient way all the incidences, both
operative and economical, that could happen at your customers’ transfers. Also its allow you to have a full analysis of the costs
associated with transfers.

CONTRACTS

INVOICING

It allows introduction and maintenance of contracts
both sales ones with tour operators and purchase
ones with transport companies. You can define
invoicing zones different on each contract as well
as base service prices and all type of supplements
per zone or per transported elements
(bikes,luggages…).

Provides invoicing to the customers and suppliers invoice validation.

RESERVATIONS

INTERFACE WITH ATENNEA TRANSFER
Atennea Incoming can be interfaced with Atennea Transfer by
sending service requests (plannings).

Software Solution for
agencies management.

incoming

BENEFITS
It covers a wide set of operative
particularities such as hotel,
transfers, circuits and excursions
reservation management.
ATENNEA INCOMING is totally
integrated with the Financial,
Fixed Assets and other modules.
The integration between all the
modules takes the user to work
at any moment with on-line data.
EXPERIENCE
Sistemas de Gestion: Over 20 years
developing and deploying Software
Management Systems for the Tourism
Industry.

Modification and query of reservations include a
complete set of listings for consulting the
information.

SERVICES
Complete and intuitive system for creation and
tracking of the services. Using a single screen you
can control all the passengers of a specific day and
join different zones and tour operators. It allows to
look at the margins per service and day.
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ATENNEA INCOMING
EXCURSION MODULE
With the excursion management you will control all the aspects related to an excursion, from its creation and communication to
the transport company, to its invoicing to the tour operator including a complete analysis of costs associated.

CONTRACTS

SERVICES

Introduction and maintenance of the public sales
price tariffs and the purchasing contracts. At the
contracts you will find all the type of suppliers that
participate at an excursion, from the transport
company to the typical excursion service provider,
the sales and accompanying guides and the option
of defining the discount for the tour operator.

Excursion master data definition to provide the services creation and
the calculation of its related costs.

RESERVATIONS

INVOICING
Atennea Incoming has customer invoicing and supplier invoices
validation functionality.

Software Solution for
agencies management.

incoming

BENEFITS
It covers a wide set of operative
particularities such as hotel,
transfers, circuits and excursions
reservation management.
ATENNEA INCOMING is totally
integrated with the Financial,
Fixed Assets and other modules.
The integration between all the
modules takes the user to work
at any moment with on-line data.
EXPERIENCE
Sistemas de Gestion: Over 20 years
developing and deploying Software
Management Systems for the Tourism
Industry.

Introduction, modification and query of the
reservations. Fast and agile association with a date
and a specific excursion. It includes a complete set
of listings for the information query.

LIQUIDATION
Check of all the sales guide sales done with the
option of creating automatic cash accountancy
entries.
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ATENNEA INCOMING
CIRCUIT MODULE
Circuit module in ATENNEA INCOMING allows you to manage in a comfortable way all the information related to your circuits,
from the introduction of reservations to the tour operator invoicing.

CONTRACTS

CIRCUITS

Introduction and maintenance of sales tariffs per
tour operator, circuit and category, pointing out
the hotel distribution. You can also insert all the
purchase contracts necessary for performing a
circuit (restaurants, guides, transport companies,
visits to monuments, …)

It allows the definition of circuit master, with all the usually provided
services, allowing to change this cost structure for each one of the
specific circuits.

RESERVATIONS

Software Solution for
agencies management.

incoming

BENEFITS
It covers a wide set of operative
particularities such as hotel,
transfers, circuits and excursions
reservation management.
ATENNEA INCOMING is totally
integrated with the Financial,
Fixed Assets and other modules.
The integration between all the
modules takes the user to work
at any moment with on-line data.

INVOICING
Atennea Incoming offers customer invoicing and supplier invoice
validation processes, with management of the advanced cash to
accompanying guides.

EXPERIENCE
Sistemas de Gestion: Over 20 years
developing and deploying Software
Management Systems for the Tourism
Industry.

Introduction and maintenance of the circuit’s
reservations. Totally integrated with the other
Atennea Incoming modules, thus allowing you
control the cost of the hotel and hotel-airport
transfer on each of the application’s specific
modules. It allows, additionally, introduction of
pre-reservations.
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ATENNEA INCOMING
HOTEL PAYMENT MODULE
Hotel Payment takes care of managing the payment to hotels, the given down payments, the warranties, the potential
commercial collaborations and even a possible conciliation with your customer economic data.

INVOICE VALIDATION

CUSTOMER CLAIMS

It includes an agile system to control the
differences between the hotel valuation and ours,
with the possibility of sending claim letters to the
hotel.

Introduction of the customer claims with a complet system of
communication with the hotel and later communication with the tour
operator (to inform about the result).

DOWN PAYMENTS
It allows controlling the granting of down payments
or loans to the hotels and the management of their
recovery connecting with the accountancy through
a complete ledger account’s parameter system.

Software Solution for
agencies management.

incoming

BENEFITS
It covers a wide set of operative
particularities such as hotel,
transfers, circuits and excursions
reservation management.
ATENNEA INCOMING is totally
integrated with the Financial,
Fixed Assets and other modules.
The integration between all the
modules takes the user to work
at any moment with on-line data.
EXPERIENCE
Sistemas de Gestion: Over 20 years
developing and deploying Software
Management Systems for the Tourism
Industry.

WARRANTIES
Control of the warranty payment calendar agreed
with the hotels. Direct link with the supplier’s
statement.
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